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7 Years and Going Strong
The holiday season is here and not sure how 2016 wrapped up so quickly. In December

Next Phase of BITN

many people will celebrate Hanukkah, Christmas, Yule, Kwanza, Festivus, Winter solstice,
and New Years. It is a time to be with family and friends. It’s also a time to give. There are
so many people in need and anything would be a help. We encourage you to donate
anything you can this holiday season.

This month we are wrapped up the 2016 Paranormal Lecture Series. We hosted over 4

At TnT Paranormal Investigators
our primary mission is to help the
client with their paranormal
concerns. We research the
background of the property,
gather data during an onsite
investigation, review that data to
determine if any paranormal data
was captured, and provide the
client with a report of our findings.
We also use this time to educate
our clients on the paranormal field
and helping to ease their fears.

dozen programs in two states. We are already getting requests for 2017. We would also like

We would love to assist you with
your paranormal needs. To learn
more about our services, ask us
questions, or to request an
investigation click here.

mind if you hear of anything. To learn more about us you can go to our website, group page

LLC

to thank all of the librarians and patrons that supported a lecture in 2016 and hope to see
you in 2017. If you want to see us at a library in the Orlando, Milwaukee, or Chicago areas
make sure to tell your local librarian!!!!
We have a lot of interesting articles in December 2016 issue, including: Sacred Relics;
Alcatraz; Magnetic Storm Apps; and an interview with investigator Paul Schmidt
With The Illinois Paranormalists (TIP). If you are a budding author, or even an experienced
one and would love to have your article in our newsletter, please let us know.
We are always on the lookout for new cases and places to investigate, so please keep us in

on FaceBook, Team page on Facebook, or Twitter (@TnTParanormal).

Click here to read the newsletter
Disclaimer.
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Paranormal “U”
Sacred Relics
By Kevin Clayton, Limbo Paranormal / TnT Paranormal InvestigatorsLLC - MO Chapter
In most religions, a sacred relic usually consists of the physical remains of a saint or the personal effects of the saint or a venerated person and
reliquaries are containers used to protect and display relics. A few examples of relics from Christianity are listed below:
•

The Sandals of Jesus Christ were donated to Prüm Abbey, Germany, by Pope Zachary (741-752) and Pope Stephen II (752-757).

•

St Peter's Basilica in the Vatican contains Saint Peter's relics

•

The Apostle Paul's relics are allegedly contained in the Basilica of Saint Paul.

•

St John the Evangelist's tomb is purported to be in the Basilica of St. John at Ephesus in Turkey

•

Relics claimed to be those of John the Baptist were discovered in a Bulgarian monastery in 2010. Other countries claiming to have
remains of St John include Turkey, Montenegro, Greece, Italy and Egypt.

In Islam, the following relics reportedly exist. A collection of more than 600 of these called the Sacred Trusts are said to reside at the Privy
Chamber of the Topkapı Palace Museum in Istanbul. Some of these trusts are:
•

Hair from Prophet Muhammad's beard and footprint

•

Staff of Moses

•

Turban of Joseph

•

Sword of David

For as much as these relics reportedly exist in various locations around the world, fraudulent relics also exist. One of the most common faked
relic is the True Cross of Jesus Christ. This is the cross he was crucified upon. Rumor has it that if all the pieces of the True cross of Jesus
Christ were brought together, it would be enough wood to make an ark. The fraud associated with these relics is due to the huge economic
impact they have on a location. Thousands of visitors go to holy sites each year spending millions of dollars.

Many people believe that some of these relics have supernatural powers. The most commonly reported ability these items have is some form
of healing. Among the faithful, stories of the blind being able to see, or the crippled being able to walk abound. While many of these reported
miracles are explainable, several are still under investigation as to the cause.

No matter what religion someone holds dear, relics of the Saints hold a special place. These are tangible pieces of history that can give one a
strong connection to history and faith. No matter if they can heal the sick, or just offer a pretty picture to remember a trip by later, relics are a
sign that what you believe is as real as the relic itself.
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TnT Paranormal Asks Paul Schmidt
Paul is in his mid-fifties and married with two grown children. Paul says that one good thing about being an empty nester is that you tend to
have more time to investigate than people with younger kids. He has lived in “Chicagoland” his whole life and presently lives in the far western
suburbs. He is lucky in that his work allows him a lot of flexibility which helps when scheduling investi gations.

1)

Tell our readers a little bit about you and the role you serve in the field of the paranormal?
I am the Team Lead for The Illinois Paranormalists (TIP) which simply means I do most of the administrative functions as well as
investigate. TIP formed in 2014 when a group of friends left another ghost hunting group because we wanted better control over where we
hunted and how we went about it. All of us are experienced investigators so the group was new but we were not. Our first true investigation
as a team was Waverly Hills so we started big. Even being so new we’ve had a number of investigations both public and private. We also
ran the investigations at the Rialto Theatre in Joliet for a year but found they took too much time away from our own investigations. We all
love ghost hunting and believe in doing professional scientific investigations while having fun doing it.

2)

How long have you been interested in the paranormal and what sparked that interest?
I have been interested in the paranormal my entire life and grew up reading every book I could about everything ever considered
paranormal—Bermuda Triangle, Bigfoot, Loch Ness, UFO’s and of course ghosts.

3)

What makes you and/or your team different from others in the field?
I would like to think we are not that different from other teams. We perform scientific investigations and attempt to document or explain what
people are experiencing. We do not provoke or disrespect the spirits. We also do not disrespect our clients even when we heavily believe
they may be imagining some things. We never charge for investigations.

4)

What do you believe is the most common mistake paranormal investigators make? How can they correct that mistake?
I would say it’s when investigators get so excited by an experience or evidence that they lose their skepticism. You really need to explore
all the possibilities of what might have caused the phenomena before deciding it was paranormal. For example, on one investigation we
took a photo that certainly looked like an apparition. However, while we were excited by the evidence we really analyzed the photo and even
had it looked at by others and were able to debunk it. It was not the conclusion we wanted but it was the truth.

5)

In your career in the paranormal have you ever had someone bring up a phenomenon or unusual experience that you had never
heard of before?

I get calls all the time from people claiming some pretty wild things that I really should not describe here.
6)

Any advice for a new investigator getting into the field of the paranormal?
Actual investigating is not like the TV shows. There are many long hours sitting on concrete and then later reviewing evidence where you
may find nothing. Be willing to help out anyway you can on investigations such as running cords all over the place. Make sure you like the
people you are investigating with because you spend a lot of time together. You do not have to spend a lot of money to start investigating.
One of our investigators has done just fine using her IPhone to record and take photographs.
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TnT Paranormal Asks Paul Schmidt

7) What do you believe is the best tool a paranormal investigator can use during an investigation?
Your own senses and thoughts. I am not psychic but I can sometimes feel if something is present. I hate to keep returning to it but also
your skepticism. Look for alternative answers to what you experienced.

8)

What is your favorite place/location to investigate?
That’s a tough question to answer because I have so many places I enjoy. I really like places that are creepy. I would have to say the
Goldenrod Showboat in Western Illinois is my current favorite. It is just such an unusual location to investigate.

9) Have you ever had a paranormal experience that “changed” you in some way? Either for the positive or the negative.
One location taught me to be more open minded about what might be a haunted location. We were invited to investigate a business in a
strip mall and I just found the idea of a haunted strip mall hard to take seriously. However, it was probably the most active site we have
investigated. It was built on the site of an old farmhouse which might have something to do with it.

10) How can our readers contact you to learn more about you and the work you do in the field of the paranormal?
On Facebook https://www.facebook.com/TheIllinoisParanormalists/
Our website: www.ghosttip.com
My email: PaulS@ghosttip.com

We at TnT Paranormal Investigators LLC want to thank Paul for the interview. We are honored to call him our colleague and friend.
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Changes to Bumps in the Night!!!!
After 6+ years and 75 issues we have decided to hang up our print press and to stop publishing the Bumps in the Night newsletter each month.
Starting in January 2017 instead of a full issue like we do now we will publish a new article each month to our website
(http://www.tntparanormal.com/bumps-in-the-night) and to Facebook (https://www.facebook.com/TnTParanormalInvestigators/). The publish
date will still be the first day of the month. We will rotate topics on a cycle throughout the year. We invite you to check out this next phase and
hope you enjoy it. For our devoted readers we say a big THANK YOU and hope you continue to follow us through our next phase of Bumps in
the Night!!!!

- Melissa Tanner, Editor in Chief, Bumps in the Night!!!! and Founder/Lead Investigator, TnT Paranormal InvestigatorsLLC
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We have TnT Paranormal
t-shirts for sale. Go to
our Webstore or Café

Click here to see the disclaimer for Bumps in the Night!!!!

Press store to place your

This disclaimer governs the use of the Bumps in the Night!!!!

order TODAY before

newsletter. By reading this newsletter, you accept this

supplies run out!

disclaimer in full.
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7 Years and still going strong!!!!
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Tools of the Trade
Magnetic Storm Applications
By Melissa Tanner, TnT Paranormal InvestigatorsLLC
In addition to the weather conditions on the day/night of an investigation we also track the Space Weather Conditions to see if things like solar
flares can affect the activity. The two applications we use to do that is the NOAA site of http://www.swpc.noaa.gov/ and a cell application called
MagStorms. That information is recorded in our Ghost Tracker database. We track this information for each client and in the future hope to be
able to see if any activity correlates to these events.

The R is for Radio Blackout Impacts, the S for Solar Radiation Storm Impacts, and the G for

Geomagnetic Storm Impacts. We also review the Particle Flux on that day. To learn more about these terms and more go to the NOAA link
provided above.
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Ask TnT Paranormal
The following question(s) was/were submitted by our readers, by our online subscribers, or at events.
Why has the paranormal field become so popular?
I believe there to be a couple of reasons why the field has become so popular. The first reason being the ghost hunting TV shows within the
last 10 years or so. Showing audiences many historical places along with sharing snippets of possibly paranormal activity would have many at
the edge of their seats. It has somewhat fizzled within the last year perhaps because people are not as captivated as they once were. The
next reason is that I do believe people are more open minded now and are not as afraid to discuss ghostly things with others. This could be
because of the TV shows opening people’s minds and perceptions?! When I was a kid, people would look at me funny if I brought up odd
things going on in my house. Today, I think there are less people thinking it’s ‘weird’ rather they are more intrigued and want to hear more.

Tracey Tanner – Case Manager, TnT Paranormal Investigators

Name this Haunted Location
Do you know the name of this haunted location? Email us with your guess at info@tntparanormal.com.

From November 2016 No. 74 issue:
1885 Train Depot
Brooksville, FL
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Famous Haunts
Alcatraz (San Francisco Bay, CA)
Website: https://www.alcatrazislandtickets.com/contact/
Alcatraz Island is located in the San Francisco Bay and upon it sits, Alcatraz Federal Penitentiary. This maximum high security Federal Prison
opened in 1934. Alcatraz held the most notorious and often the best-known prisoners in the United States. Due to it being located in the middle
of a very cold bay, with very fast and dangerous currents around the island, Alcatraz was considered escape proof. During it’s 29 years of
operation, 36 prisoners made 14 escape attempts.
Some of the well known inmates of Alcatraz include: Al Capone, Mickey Cohen, George “Machine Gun” Kelly, Rafael Cancel Miranda, Arthur R.
“Doc” Barker, Robert Franklin Stroud (the “Birdman of Alcatraz”), Bumpy Johnson, and Alvin “Creepy” Karpis.

Alcatraz has a history of being known by the Native Americans as an island of evil spirits. It was not uncommon for Native Americans to be
punished by their own tribes and brought to the island to live there for a time with the evil spirits.

During the years that Alcatraz served as an active federal prison, guards, prison staff, and even the warden had paranormal experiences on the
grounds. The presence of an entity called, “The Thing” has appeared with glowing eyes. Guards, prisoners, and even spirit soldiers had been
seen, believed to be the spirits of those who had lived and worked on the island. At one time in the history, Warden Johnston, a non-believer in
the paranormal, experienced hearing cries and sobbing while showing visitors around the grounds.

An often-experienced event was the sighting and smell of smoke coming from a laundry room area. When further investigated the smell and
smoke would quickly disappear.
Claims of whistles, screams, and men’s voices are often heard inside the prison walls. It is believed that there is an evil presence in Alcatraz
that has been the perpetrator of inmate deaths. The clanging of the metal doors is heard, especially near the dungeon area. A group of Native
American men, seen standing in a circle, was once seen and suddenly vanished from sight.

Cold spots and intense feelings are felt by staff and visitors. Cell 14 in the well known, D-Block, has been known to be 20 degrees cooler than
other cells in the area. Psychics have spoke about emotionally charged experiences in these cells; cells where current staff often will not go
near on their own.

Over the years, security personnel who would be on guard at the prison, would experience the sounds of clanging doors, footsteps running on
the prison tiers, and seeing apparitions throughout the prison.

Due to the high cost of maintaining Alcatraz, it was closed in 1963.

Different tours of Alcatraz are available. For more information on tours go to the ticket web site at:
https://www.alcatrazislandtickets.com/contact/
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